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In servicing over 700 financial institutions, Numerix has gained a unique insight into the best practices 

of the derivatives markets—from product and instrument design, to tackling the most complex 

quantitative issues in risk measurement.   

As a partner to our clients, our global team of financial engineers, product specialists and actuaries 

bring the deep quantitative insights and practical market experience needed to help our clients  

with their most pressing issues, enabling them to meet the demands of regulatory compliance,  

as well as expanding market opportunities. 

CAPITAL MARKET SERVICE OFFERINGS  INSURANCE SERVICE OFFERINGS

• Model Validation Services   • Variable Annuity & Equity Index Annuity Modeling

• Quantitative Advisory Services   • Hedge Performance

• Curve Construction Services   • Economic Scenario Validation

• Model Risk Assessment   • Regulatory Reporting

• Structuring Services

• Limits Advisory Services

• Risk Advisory Services

• Valuation Services



Numerix Model Validation Services

Independent, Transparent, Trusted

To accelerate compliance, our financial engineers can 
provide comprehensive testing and quantitative services for 
model validation. Armed with an array of model tests and 
access to the suite of Numerix market standard models, 
Numerix financial engineers enable our clients to put their 
business risk profile into sharper focus, allowing better 
and more timely decisions.   

At the Core of Our Numerix Model Validation 
Services: Numerix Models & Methods

Numerix financial engineers leverage the power of 
Numerix CrossAsset, with access to over 100 market 
standard models and methodologies for all major 
asset classes—including fixed income, inflation, credit, 
equity, foreign exchange and commodities. Our cross-
asset expertise allows us to provide the industry’s only 
commercially available hybrid model framework for  
pricing multi-asset basket trades.

The services provided by our team of financial engineers 
include the following:

Tests with Multiple Models, Calibration & Interpolation 
Methods

Our services incorporate the flexibility of the Numerix 
architecture—which enable users to swap models, 
calibration methods, calibration instruments, pricing 
methods and interpolation methods. Once a deal type has 
been structured for one model, it is then priceable in all 
models, with all methods. Thus, a model may be validated 
by comparing it to a large collection of Numerix models, to 
determine performance against a firm’s proprietary models.

Stress Testing of Models

The Numerix Risk Scenario Framework functionality 
allows our team to customize as many market scenario 
shocks as desired, which can then be applied to any 
market scenario from history. Therefore, we may stress 
the model with either a standardized (e.g. a ladder report) 
or randomized set of shocks applied to various scenarios 
taken from historical data.

Test of the Model by Instrument Decomposition

Our quantitative services clients benefit from the fact that 
Numerix separates the model from the payoff and the 
method. That means a Numerix model may be further 
explored by using the same model to remove features 
from the instrument—some or all of the call or put dates, 
a barrier, or a digital feature such as a range accrual. 
Our team of experts understand that these features are 
often subject to errors of numerical implementation, and 
these types of errors may be rapidly tracked down by the 
decomposition that the Numerix architecture allows.  

As per the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
directive 21, financial institutions are required to 
quantify model risk. Specific to OTC derivatives— 
the model risk associated with using a possibly 
incorrect valuation, and to identify the risk associated 
with using unobservable calibration parameters.



Whether your front office and risk department are 
utilizing Numerix analytics, or you are utilizing proprietary 
models, Numerix financial engineers employ the use 
of standardized tests to confirm model accuracy and 
performance, confirming both mathematical and financial 
correctness of the models. 

Standardized Tests Utilized by Our Team of Financial 
Engineers for Mathematical Correctness Include:

• A direct Comparison test for each model, method, with 
a single payoff feature (e.g. barrier, early exercise, 
range accrual), which aids Decomposition Testing of 
more complex deals

• Limiting Cases of Identities for Payoff (e.g. Knock-in/
Knock-out) and for Model (e.g. Heston v. Black Sholes)

• Smoothness tests for Greeks

• Calibration Round Trip Tests

• Convergence and Convergence Rate Tests

• Tests for the performance of the model’s hedges can 
be run, either on Numerix models or on proprietary 
models.  

• Calibration Stability Tests

• Calibration Error Tests

• P&L Attribution Tests

• Variance of Hedged Portfolio Test

• Cost of Hedging Test

Auditability

Our team of financial engineers are able to provide 
auditable XML files to our clients. In fact, any validation 
test can be serialized and exported into a self-contained 
Numerix XML file that captures all model inputs, including 
terms and conditions, market data, model choice and 
calibration assumptions, calendars and more.

Once converted to XML, the model can be ported 
throughout the institution for use within any operations. 
Additionally models can be “rehydrated” at any future date 
allowing users to audit and review the model all without 
the need to reconstruct historical pricing environments. 
The Numerix XML can also be ported to any regulatory  
or audit agency if required.

Market Risk & Counterparty Risk Model 
Validation

Similar to pricing model validation, Numerix 
financial engineers can work with complex, 
portfolio level models, which often have a lot of 
subjectivity involved, and validate each element 
of the model against the market best practice. 
Various forms of standard back testing and 
stress testing are utilized to run an array of tests 
that highlight and categorize different forms of 
embedded model risk.

Standardized Testing



Numerix Structuring Services

The Numerix financial engineering team utilizes the widest 
set of advanced models for structuring, which includes 
designing a payoff or modeling a payoff that is available 
in a term-sheet and setting up the payoff, setting up the 
models and setting up the curves, so that it reflects: a) 
what the term sheet is, b) matches what the market best 
practice is and, c) matches the degree of accuracy and 
performance that customers expect. With structuring,  
we go ‘start-to-finish.’ We start from the term-sheet, and 
we create the entire workbook and set-up.

Curve Construction Services

Our team of experts understands that effective curve 
construction involves taking a clean set of data and making 
choices as to the set of curves that are relevant for the 
problem at hand. For example, what is the best way to 
construct a Libor Curve, an OIS Curve, a Repo Curve, or 
Treasury Curve? Numerix financial engineers can assist 
clients in making the right choices for the different  
points of the data, for interpolation and extrapolation.  
Our experts can help you make choices for balancing 
between different components of the curve: from cash, 
futures and swaps, and looking at how they are all tied  
to each other at different maturities.

Quantitative Services

Our team of Numerix financial engineers knows that  
model best practices involve looking at the trades in 
question, looking at the underling risk factors and the 
underlying market data that is relevant for this pricing,  
and generally looking at all of the inputs that go into  
the model—and then making intelligent choices on all  
of these inputs. This can get very complex. 

Our quantitative services help you navigate this  
complexity and chose the right input, for the right 
situation. We believe that model best practices is really 
doing a global search of the options that exist or the 
variations that exist and making a recommendation:  
“This is the best way to model this deal.” We also  
include calibration as part of model best practices.

Advanced Training

Our team of experts provides advanced training, that 
is comprised of a more in-depth and highly specialized 
training. Our training offerings are customized to  
client need, covering product and instrument design,  
risk scenario definitions and curve construction. 

Limits Quantitative Services

Limits quantitative services involve setting up  
a framework of limits for an institution. This, to  
some extent, has to do with organizational structure, 
incentives and policies.

Currently, there are many changes going on in this  
area within the industry, especially because of the  
recent approaches to measure counterparty risk and 
liquidity risk. A number of new analytic measures  
around Limit Utilization and Limit Breach Probabilities  
are now being used in the industry to create a more 
effective limits framework. Numerix financial  
engineers provide deep expertise for institutions to 
improve their limits methodologies and infrastructure.



Market Data

To ensure ‘best of market’, our team of experts, using 
Numerix, source market data from the leading data 
providers in each asset class and perform data validation—
ensuring that data sets are complete and sensible. In many 
cases, Numerix will create multiple sets of market data  
on a daily basis that can be used to calculate the high, low 
and closing prices for a given transaction.

Auditing Capabilities

Clients using Numerix Valuation Services have the option 
of receiving a self-contained archive file that captures 
all valuation inputs, providing an audit record that is 
consistent, transparent and defensible. Clients can use 
this file to defend valuations to counterparties, investors, 
regulators, or even in court.

The archive includes trade definitions, market data, model 
assumptions and calibrations, and static data. Saved in 
XML format, users can easily import the file into Excel as 
a functional Numerix model, enabling them to view the 
information without the aid of IT or the need to restore  
a trading system from tape.

Case Studies

Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. (LBHI)

Numerix was selected by Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. 
(LBHI) to provide independent real-time valuations in the 
largest, most comprehensive derivatives valuation project 
of its kind. The signing of Numerix became a critical step  
in unwinding LBHI’s derivatives book. Lehman performed 
an extensive search to identify a partner that could provide  
the analytics and technology capable to value the depth  
and breadth of derivatives products that were transacted  
in the Lehman derivatives portfolios.

Northern Trust Corporation

Northern Trust needed to expand its OTC derivative 
valuations capabilities, including transparency reporting 
for OTC instrument types. After a comprehensive search of 
independent valuation providers, Northern Trust selected 
Numerix to enhance its platform for processing over-the-
counter derivatives and to provide daily independent pricing 
for structured products and other bespoke instruments. 
Moreover, Numerix financial engineers have been working 
alongside the derivative pricing teams at Northern Trust 
operation centers throughout the globe to provide clients 
with access to the highest level of valuation support.

Valuation Services

“Our global alliance with Numerix brings a range  

of valuation capabilities and depth of knowledge to help  

our clients exercise greater control over valuation of 

[derivatives] while meeting the standard for transparency 

demanded by sophisticated investors.”

— Peter Cherecwich, COO for Corporate & Institutional Services,  
Northern Trust

Our Approach to Valuation Services

The Numerix valuation team is comprised of market 
practitioners with many years’ experience (working  
on the desk) in some of the largest derivatives houses 
globally. Skilled in advanced modeling and exotics,  
the Numerix team utilizes the Numerix model library  
to produce accurate and transparent valuations. 
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VA/EIA Modeling

VA/EIA modeling services include 
designing the right set of cashflow logic 
to model variable annuities, equity index 
annuities, fixed annuities, and other 
investment linked insurance products.  
We understand that the market risk 
should be captured appropriately in 
modeling these liabilities. Therefore, 
appropriate market model combinations 
with consistent calibrations and Economic 
Scenarios are required to appropriately 
capture the various aspects of market  
risk (economic capital, pricing, designing 
a new rider, producing trading grids, etc.).  
There is a lot of subjectivity and 
interpretation that goes into creating 
these models, and each company has 
its own bespoke set of features for the 
products they sold. In addition, there are 
varying levels of complexity from which to 
choose, depending on the use case. We 
have a lot of experience working with the 
world’s largest insurance companies. As 
a result, our insurance quantitative team 
provides a lot of expertise and proprietary 
modeling knowledge in this area.

Hedge Analysis

Our team of experts will look at an 
institution’s liability portfolio and look at 
their corresponding hedging program—
and then perform in-depth analysis and 
back testing on this hedging program. 
Numerix financial engineers will analyze 
the overall profitability and look at the 
overall success rate of the hedging and 

examine how the hedges are actually 
matching (or not matching) the underlying 
positions, and advise accordingly. Numerix 
experts can leverage our unique ability to 
model both the asset and the liabilities 
based on the same core analytics and, 
therefore, reduce model risk in the 
assessment of the hedge adequateness.

ESG Validation and ESG Best Practices

Our ESG service involves taking the 
Numerix Economic Scenario Generation 
product and implementing it—using the 
right set of factors, the right set of data 
assumptions and the right set of model 
assumptions. The ESG validation and 
best practices are then tailored by our 
team of financial engineers to the specific 
situation that we have with the customer.
We understand that ESG is typically used 
by a number of internal users within an 
institution, and depending on the use 
case, best practices can be very different, 
so we tailor our services accordingly.
Additionaly, specific Real World 
Calibration services can be provided for 
specific requirements as we have model 
expertise and can add value to customers.

Regulatory Reporting

With this service, our team of insurance 
quantitative experts will help clients 
to meet evolving regulatory reporting 
requirements, such as Solvency II, GAAP, 
NAIC, and other reporting requirements 
and mandates relating to insurance.

Insurance Quantitative Services

#1 in CVA

Winner
Best Overall Sell-Side Product of the Year

Numerix 
Winner
Best Sell-Side Credit Risk Product

Numerix
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